
 
For centuries horses have ploughed our fields and carried 
us into battle.

But today, they’re caught in the crossfire over land use rights 
and a shrinking wild landscape, and America’s wild horses are 
struggling to survive.

Join wildlife photographers Jamie Baldanza and Deb Lee Carson 
on their mission to document America’s most elusive herds of 
wild horses and examine their politically complicated lives. 

In the docuseries Wild Lands Wild Horses, beautiful 
cinematography is woven into exclusive conversations with 
scientists, ranchers, government officials, and wildlife 
advocates, who — despite their differences — all share the 
same goal:  

TO KEEP THE WEST WILD.

AMERICA’S  
WILD HORSES  
ARE IN CRISIS
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Imagine if Anthony Bourdain made a wild west special for National 
Geographic … but instead of Bourdain, it’s two passionate horse advocates 
and their crew, on a mission to tell the story of western wildlife.

Wild Lands Wild Horses mixes sweeping cinematography,  
reality-style ride-alongs, and journalistic interviews that weave  
a tale of complexity and compassion.

A SPRAWLING  
ADVENTURE



AN EDUCATION  
ON THE RANGE

Understanding the history, behavior, and social structure of wild herds is 
crucial in finding a solution.

Wild Lands Wild Horses leverages the expertise of its hosts and 
interview subjects, and conveys vital information with crisp graphics and 
comprehensive maps.



AMERICA’S MOST  
ELUSIVE HERDS

Finding and photographing a family of wild horses is much harder than  
you think.

Each episode of Wild Lands Wild Horses tells the story of a native herd, 
their personalities, and the human factors that weigh on their lives. 
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Wild Lands, Wild Horses is not here to preach.

Interviews with ranchers, advocates, scientists, government employees, and 
politicians combine to tell an honest story about the complexities of the 
modern American West, and the threats that face the remaining population 
of wild horses.

HONEST  
STORIES



Adoption is a second chance for horses rounded up by the government. 

Each episode of Wild Lands Wild Horses profiles a once-wild horse that has 
been adopted by a sanctuary, a loving home, or veteran programs.

HOPEFUL  
STORIES



JAMIE - CREATOR /  HOST 
Jamie Baldanza has loved horses since birth, and quit her job as an advertising 
Creative Director to photograph wild horses across the U.S.

Today, she leverages her passionate Instagram following to raise awareness for the 
plight of these majestic animals.

Wild Lands is the culmination of her outstanding photography and tireless 
advocacy.

DEB - WRITER / HOST 
Deb Lee Carson is a photographer and artist whose Fly Without Wings exhibit pays 
tribute to America’s wild spirit, and has raised substantial funds for wild horse non-
profit organizations.

Her new work, entitled Wild and Untethered, was exhibited at the Anderson Center in 
Red Wing, MN and was made possible by a grant from SEMAC.

Deb has more than 50 years of equine reproductive experience, 12 years observing 
wild horse behavior, and 3 years working as a field research technician with the CSU 
wild horse contraceptive study

Together they create a stress-free environment for the people they interview 
as they are nothing short of entertaining. On the flipside, as artists they feed 
off each other’s talent and passion going above and beyond for the wild horse 
cause. The combination of their open hearts for the issues- and their ability to 
have a good time - brings such an interesting dynamic to the camera. 

MEET THE  
CREATORS



EPISODE STATE WILD HORSE HERD

1 CA Twin Peaks

2 NV Virgina Range

3 OR Murderer’s Creek

4 ID Saylor Creek

5 MT Pryor Mountains

6 WY Green Mountain

7 CO Sand Wash Basin

8 UT Bible Spring Complex

9 AZ Lake Pleasant (burros)

10 NM Bordo Altravesado

11 ND Theodore Roosevelt National Park

SEASON 1

The first season will 

consist of visiting 11 

HMAs in 11 western 

states where Wild Horses 

& Burros roam free.
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10 Western 
States 
172,127,511 acres 
of BLM Land



Wild Lands Wild Horses  
blends documentary 
filmmaking, wildlife advocacy 
and reality-adventure into a 
bingeworthy episodic season 
that’s sure to hook Netflix 
viewers.

Streaming + Social

The creators’ social media 
presence, along with a 
passionate base of existing 
horse advocacy communities, 
means this series comes with 
a day-one audience.

WHY  
NETFLIX?



Contact: 
Jamie Baldanza
jbaldanza@gmail.com
wildlandswildhorses.com
732.241.5027




